Tomioka, Yashica, Spiratone (and Mirotar, Sigma, etc.) 500mm f8 lens timeline/history
Over time, Tomioka (like many other photographic equipment companies) existed under
several different, but very similar, names. It was founded in 1924 to make optical
equipment. It never made cameras but made optics and equipment for the military,
industry, and camera companies. Over the years it made lenses for Yashica, Polaroid,
Chinon, Ricoh, Cosina, Contax and many other photographic companies.
It has been suggested that Tomioka became the exclusive lens manufacturer for Yashica
in 1949. This is doubtful since Yashica was not formed until 1949 and they were not
making cameras at that time. Yashica’s first camera was not developed until 1953. But
whatever the specific date of the arrangement, all of Yashica’s lenses, from the very
beginning, have been made by Tomioka. But as mentioned above, Tomioka also made
lenses for many other photographic companies – both before and after they began a close
collaboration with Yashica.
In 1959, Yashica produced its first SLR camera with, of course, Tomioka-made lenses.
These cameras and lenses had a proprietary bayonet lens mount, so the Yashica cameras
could only be used with Tomioka lenses and Tomioka lenses could only be used on
Yashica cameras. The partnership was successful enough so that nine years later, in
1968, Tomioka and Yashica merged -- but Tomioka continued to make lenses for other
camera companies, such as Polaroid which was very popular at that time. Also in 1968,
Tomioka and Yashica decided to change their lens mount to the less convenient, but more
popular, Universal/Praktica/Pentax/42mm screw mount thread. This would allow the
new Tomioka lenses (many named “Yashinon DX”) to be used on numerous non-Yashica
cameras -- which would help to increase lens sales – but it would also allow the new
Yashica cameras (many named “Electro TL”) to be used with numerous non-Tomioka
lenses -- which would help to increase camera sales.

Tomioka’s lenses of the time produced amazing results and are well-respected by those in
the know. Here are some test results and discussion about Yashica’s DX lenses from
Modern Photography in 1972. Of the 50 test points only five (10%) were rated lower

than “Very Good”, and only one (2%) was rated below “Good”. In fact, 39 of the 50 test
points (78%) were rated as “Excellent”. It’s difficult to do any better than that!

Just six years later, in 1974, Tomioka/Yashica collaborated with Zeiss/Contax to develop
two new series of cameras with a new, common lens mount, the Contax/Yashica mount –
for cameras such as the Contax RTS from Contax and Yashica’s new FX cameras.
Simultaneously, there would be new, cross-compatible series of lenses – for example,
Carl Zeiss from Zeiss and Yashica ML from Tomioka. All of the Yashica lenses were
designed and manufactured by Tomioka, and in many cases, they were the exact same
lenses that Yashica already was selling, just with the new C/Y lens mount. The Carl
Zeiss lenses were designed by Zeiss but many of them were manufactured by Tomioka,
supposedly under German supervision -- but over time Zeiss allowed Tomioka to take
over more and more of the responsibility for their manufacture. You can tell if a Zeiss
lens was manufactured by Tomioka because it will probably be marked “Lens made in
Japan” -- like this Zeiss Mirotar 500mm f8.

Around this same time, one of the many non-Yashica, non-Zeiss, photographic firms that
Tomioka collaborated with was Spiratone. A photographic marketing firm -- similar in
many regards to Vivitar, Bell & Howell, and Soligor -- Spiratone sold a wide variety of
lenses at a significant discount. And just like Vivitar, Bell & Howell, and Soligor,
Spiratone’s lenses came from a variety of lens manufacturers.
But let’s back up for a minute. Spiratone’s first 500mm f8 CAT that was manufactured in
the USSR. Here are two of their early ads and a review by Keppler:

The “Russian” 500mm f8 is often referred to as an MTO, but it might have actually
appeared in different configurations. Some say it is a good performer.

At some point, Spiratone stopped selling the MTO and starting selling an ULTRATEL
500mm f8. At about the same time, Sigma was selling its XQ 500mm f8 ULTRATEL.
They look so much alike and have the same SIGMA trademark, so that, no doubt, they
are the same lens. Maybe Spiratone was just selling Sigma’s “left-over” ULTRATELs
when they switched to a much more sensible, smaller, shorter and lighter 500mm f8
CAT.

On the nest page is the Spiratone ULTRATEL.

The Spiratone ULTRATEL was short-lived and they eventually cut a deal with Tomioka.
Athough none of Spiratone’s 500mm lenses are marked “Tomioka” and Spiratone never
mentioned it in their ads, we know that they are the same. First of all, physically
comparing the lenses tells you that they are the same -- just as Modern Photography did.
Here is their report comparing the Tomioka 500mm f8 Yashinon-DX to the Spiratone
500mm f8 Minitel:

At that time, Tomioka was producing a Yashica Reflex 500mm f8 which was the exact
same lens as the earlier Reflex Yashinon DX 500mm f8 – only that it had the new C/Y
mount and a slightly different name. There were actually at least two versions of this
lens although Tomioka labeled them exactly the same. The main differences were
possible changes to the tripod socket, lens hood, and lens coating. Specifically, the
original version had a rotating tripod socket, sliding lens hood, and a single lens coating.
The final version lacked a tripod socket, lacked a sliding lens hood, but had multicoating. But these changes may not have happened all at once!
Similarly, the Spiratone Minitel appeared circa 1976 and evolved over time. Depending
on how you look at it there were either two, three or four versions – similar in many ways
to how the Tomioka/Yashica 500mm f8 lens changed.
The original Spiratone Minitel was NOT multi-coated (left, below), as stated in the
Popular Photograghy review, but they eventually were. It also lacked the rotating tripod
socket and sliding lens shade of the Yashica, but it did have a fixed tripod socket and a
77mm thread on the front for a lens shade. In addition, it lacked the slide-in filters of the
Yashica and instead had a 30.5mm thread on the rear. But the mount for the lens was
now a T-mount, so it could fit on just about any SLR of the time.
On the original Minitel model, the rear filters (it was supplied with three – 1A, Yellow
and ND2X) had two small holes in the rim for removal. At some point this was changed
to two slots. Also at some later point, multi-coating was added (right, below).

And there was a later version of the Minitel that was slightly shorter, slightly narrower
and lighter. All other features remained the same except that the focusing scale is now
underneath instead of on the top, so that the actual, set distance appears in a “window” –
see the middle lens (below, middle):

We can tell that the Minitels were all made by the same manufacturer (Tomioka), not just
because all of their features are nearly identical, but their serial numbers all start with
532XXXX:

Spiratone, eventually switched to a different manufacturer and produced the Minitel-M.
This was substantially smaller and lighter than the Minitel, but was not made by
Tomioka. Who made it? Some have suggested Tokina while other suggested that it was
made in Korea because it looks so much like other small 500mm f8 CATS from there:

Like the original Minitel, there were different versions of the Minitel-M. The first
version had a non-rotating tripod socket which was later removed.
Tomioka would eventually come out with a total of four lines of SLR lenses for the
Yashica and Contax cameras with the C/Y mount, labeled Zeiss, ML, DSB and MC
starting in 1976. The ML line was nothing short of the top of the line.

But the first TWO Tomioka/Yashica 500mm f8 lenses with a C/Y mount had no such
designation. They was simply labeled “Yashica Lens Reflex 500mm 1:8 Yashica”, but
apparently they switch from single-coating to multi-coating at some point. They were
actually the same lens as the Reflex Yashinon DX 500mm f8. Here are the Yashica
500mm ML (left) and the earlier DX model (right):
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Despite the Cold War,
the first 500mm f8
mirror lens offered by
Spiratone was a Soviet
lens -- also sold with
variations as the MTO,
ZM-5A, 3M-5A-MC,
Maksutov, etc. and sold
by several other
companies such as
Exacta, Hanimex,
Lenco, and Samigon.

This lens came in two
or more designs (one
being in the XQ line-up
with a YS mount) with
slight differences. But
all versions were LONG
and HEAVY. Sigma
soon came out with a
much smaller and
lighter model.

This is so similar to the
Sigma 500mm f8 that it
has to be the same
thing. It may likely have
been sold by Spiratone
at the end of the Sigma
production when Sigma
decided on a much
improved model.
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optical design and
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closer focusing. How
socket. These were
could they do it? More probably made in
plastic?
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The tripod socket is
removed and there
might be other changes
as well.

